Intelligent, Reliable, and Secure

A DISASTER
RECOVERY
STRATEGY, BUILT
AROUND
SECURITY
Disaster recovery as a service
(DRaaS)

Whether server crash, human error, malicious activity, or natural disaster, a
localized or site-wide incident means unanticipated costs or unplanned
downtime – both that come with a price! According to Gartner, the average cost
of downtime across all industry sectors is $5,600 per minute. That is around
$300,000 per hour!
Oﬀsite data backup is not enough – data does not operate by itself. The critical
servers and business processes that manage your data must also be recovered
to keep your business running. Secure-DR Backup & Disaster Recovery is a
hybrid cloud disaster recovery solution that helps mitigate the downtime caused
by server crashes, ransomware attacks, or natural disasters.

Do you know the hidden risk
of not assessing the DR
Maturity level?
Increased rate of
ransomware attacks today
results in unforeseen
downtime of business
services and dataloss.

ELIMINATE DOWNTIME &
DATA LOSS.
START RECOVERY IN
MINUTES!
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GAIN CONFIDENCE THAT YOUR BACKUPS ARE
TESTED AND READY WHEN YOU NEED THEM
In times of uncertainty, IT professionals need
assurance that their data is protected. They
know that operations can (and will) grind to a
halt when a natural disaster, employee error,
or ransomware attacks occur. These events can
happen at any time, especially when you least
expect them. It is no longer sufficient to create
backups, wait for a disaster, and hope you can
recover. The best way to overcome a disaster is
to prepare for it... beforehand.

Our Guided Disaster Recovery Testing provides
validation that your Disaster Recovery solution
has been thoroughly tested and is on standby to
restore access to your important data and
business processes quickly. Our expert team
will guide you through the test and execution of
your disaster recovery plan so you are prepared
when disaster strikes. Our deep experience with
predefined configuration orchestration gives
you

confidence

that

your

DR

setup

is

optimized, thoroughly tested, and ultimately
operational – and there for you when you need
it.

Can you live uncertain with no
assured restoration of data and
target systems?

EFFORTLESS
DEPLOYMENT,
MANAGEMENT, AND USE
We encompass backup, high availability, and
disaster recovery under one large umbrella with
instant one-click restoration and instant boot of
Test Environments.

Is your Backup, High Availability
and DR are managed in silos?

This helps to reduce operation costs, time, and
efforts. It also eliminates the traditional way of
multiple

solutions

with

Recovery delayed ?

additional

hardware/software cost involvement.

Single pane of orchestration will take backup
and perform automatic disaster recovery using
Runbooks.

Why to accept delayed
restoration of business
services?

We provide Instant one-click recovery of all
your business-critical services or single service,
with assured RTO/RPO of 15 minutes instead of
many hours of a market benchmark.

When instant one-clickrecovery is possible?

THE BEECH POST

MOVE TO THE CLOUD WITH CONFIDENCE
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Incomplete recovery of
business services ?
Due to dynamic cyber
security controls at
production instance is not
replicated at DR

Maintaining high DR
bandwidth is expensive?
We have it solved!
One critical performance metric is how quickly data is
transferred from primary storage to the cloud. Many
customers assume it’s entirely a function of the company’s
own Internet connection; the Secure-DR solution can play a
significant role in improving the speed of cloud replication
through WAN acceleration.
Secure-DR traffic shaping technology helps throughput by
throttling how much bandwidth is consumed at various
hours each day (e.g., low bandwidth usage during business
hours, high bandwidth usage during non-business hours).
Traffic shaping also enables the Cloud Failover Appliance
and Data Protection Appliance to prioritize network traffic
based on application type or content type.
We also leverage dynamic MTU (maximum transfer unit)
re-sizing to optimize throughput by intelligently sizing the
amount of data sent on each request depending on your
network connection.

Worry-free Backup,
Disaster Recovery,
and Testing
With our service, clients can perform unlimited
DR drills in a year. We provide you a dedicated
DR drill team to assist, monitor and perform DR
drill. It is recommended that DR drills to be
performed at least once a year to meet compliance
need.

DRaaS
SOLUTIONS ARE SOLD AS AGGREGATED
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR A CONSISTENT
MONTHLY PRICE
Disaster Recovery (DR as a Service) should not cost a

Lower Upfront Costs
Lower Storage
Hardware
Provisioning Costs

fortune. But it should recover as it did. Every company
deserves rapid failover without all the hardware and
complexity.
When the cloud and intelligent software join forces,
good things happen. It is how we erase expensive
hardware and complex steps from the DR equation so
you can bring your business back to life in minutes.
With Secure-DR, you can failover a single virtual
machine (VM), applications, a whole network, or site
locally or in the cloud

Boot on the Appliance
or in the Cloud
Rapid Failover
Physical and Virtual
Appliance

